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ABSTRACT
Nin y-six 9th, 10th, and 11th grade student

randomly selected to include equal numbers from each grade level,
from both sexes, and from each ability quartile were randomly
assigned to either experimental or control procedures. The
experimental group used the computer to select courses, while the
control group was assisted by the counselor. Three criterion
measures, used to assess the relative effectiveness of the
Computer-based system, are described: (1) a tes't of student's
understanding of information relevant to course selection; (2)

students' self-reported reaction to either the computer or the
counselor; and (3) a rating of the completed student programs by 5
counselors. No significant differences are reported. The author
acknowledges the impossibility of concluding, from this 3tudy, that
counselors are more effective than computers in assisting students
the exploration and selection of courses. (Author/TL)
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Abstract

The findings of an experimental study were considered which c -,ared the

effectiveness of a computer-based counseling system with a counselor-based

system.

Puring the school year 1970-71, the ninth, tenth, and eleventh grade

classes at Willowbrook H5,gh School, Villa Park, Illinois used the computer to

explore and select courses for the following year. Ninety-six students were

randomly.selected to include equal numbers from each grade level, from both

L:;exes, and from each ability quartile and were randomly assigned so as to include

equal n's to experimental and control procedures. The experimental group useo

the computer to sel( t courses and the control group was assisted by the coun-

elor in the --21e_tion of courses.

Three criterion measures were used to assess the relatLVe effectiveness or

the computer-based system: test of students' understanding of information

relevant to course s lection; students self-reported reaction to his experience

coun elor; and a rp.ting of the completed student programswith the c,mputer

by five counselors.

A six-way repeated measures analysis of variance and a four-way completely

crossed multivariate analysis of variance was used to interpret the data. Of

major concern was the comparison between computer-assisted and counselor-

assisted course planning, but the effects of subjects' sex grade level,

1-Paper presented at the American Personnel and Guidance_ Association, Atlantic

City, April 6, 1971
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uhi lity ere also tested a; w-ll as all intera Rif1,--)ng los

No sif,;nificant differences ,.2r_ found betwen means of the computer-

scheduled. students and the cour el scheduled studts acme all measures.

There re no treatment differences related to ability, sex and grade based

nn statistical techniques applied to all of the measures. It is impossible

to conclude from this study that counselors are more effectve than computers

etino students in the exploration and selection of cqurses. A mere

CArftailed description of the measures used, data anab is and conclusions are

presented in this paper.
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Computer

A Comparison of

our E:xplor,ltior and Selection--

_ctiveness of a Computer-based

tem vith a Counselor-based System

Gary E, Price

Michigan State University

A student in high school is asked to make m important decisions

regarding the courses he selects. These decisions have a significant , feet

on later educational and occupational opportunities. In spite of their impor-

tance, many of these decisions are made on the basis of iradequate or poorly

disseminated information.

Clarke, Gelatt and Le,-ine ointed out at, "The decision maker

needs adocluate information and he needs an effective strategy for analyzing,

organizing and synthe-izing that information in order to arrive at a choice

[p. 41]. Insofar as pcssible, the high school administration, instructional

staff and, in particular, the counselor have a responsibility to disseminate

accurate, useable and vele ant informatien with which students can make deci-

sions. Clarke, Gelatt and Levine (1965) suiri

counselor when they stated:

ized the demands placed on the

Greater efforts should be made to determine what specific

information is relevant to the educational-vocational deci-

sion faced by high school students, to gather and organize
that information, and to help students learn to use it

effectively [p. 41].

Some of the problems in the curre t course exploration and selection

procedures consist of the shortage of time-t-hat counselors have available on

the secondary level to assist students in the decision-making process when

stuOents need accurate and appropria.ue information for course exploration and

selection. Al.o, It is sometimes difficult to help students select courses diat

meet their own needs and interests because of the large number of courses tbat
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are avallable to the student. Beceuse of time lp.ltations it is extro, dif-

ficult In the current situatior. for counselors to

the currnL curriclum and weet is available to student the- counsel.

The movement Lowar, individualized lnstruction and the rapidly chaning

curriculu:a to :.eep pace iith the knowledge explosion are 1. ling course selection

increasingly difficult. To effectively assist students plan their educattonal

ru-ograms. counselors need rcleval' information about stnIdents and about curri-

cular offerings. As courses alid program-, proliferate to meet i dividual needs,

the info m t_lon demands become greater.

based system could provide more acm

is quite possible th t a coL,puter-

Inform tion and help students select

courses more effectively than counselors. If only as effective as coumselors,

the computer miff,ht he preferred in order to free counselors for other duties.

Purpose

It was the purpose of this study to explore and evaluate the effects of

using a computer-based system to assist students in the exploration and selec-

tion of courses on the sec ndary level. The following areas were considered.

Is the computer as effective as counselors in assisting studens in the

decision-making process? Are the decisions made by the student regarding

course selection in a computer-ba-ed system better than those decisions made

by the student in a counselor-based s- tem? Does the effectiveness of

computer-based system or a cowl- lo -ba _d system vary acc.,012dp: 4-n hhc

grade level, the stud at s ability or the student's sex?

It was the purpose of this study to evaluate th- use of a computer-bas d

system to assist students in the exploration and selection of c urses in contrast

to a counselor-based system. A unique opportunity to evaluate the relative

effectiveness of such a computer system was available when Willowbrook High

School initiated such a system for three grade levels during the 1970-71

school year.



17e1eted Rcsearc

There are seve-1 com,Iter-nas syst as in guidance and information

dis mjrat Lon. Some ILore rennt urr,maries e-f the technolgl

nee are su_ rized in Bailey (1970); Havens 1970) Super (1970

uter-b sed Vocational Guidance

(1969).

(1969); aiid Educati n 1 Technology

the several computer-based systems that are functioning in some

aspect of guidance, some are information storage and r trieval systems Impel-

litteri, 1967, 1968). Systems c pable r interacting with individual users

have been developed for career exploration (Harri 1 )8 Impellitteri, 1969;

Loughary, et al., 1966; Super, 1968; and Tiedeman, but there has been

very little experimen-1 research of or development of interactive computer-

bE stems to assist students in course sele'ti n. Many writers have indicated

that computers could be effectively used in counseling, Cooley (1964) indicated

that many of the time-consuming details that take large amount'' of the co nse

loris time can now be aut tiated- One of the time consuming tasks is collecting

and .. distributing accurate and routine information to enable students to select

cou- Roberts (196 stated that the use of technology in guidance would

reduce the workload of counselors in the areas of gathering information, data

analysis and reporting. Also, the procEssing of data would improve h cause

of clearer and more accurate communIcation between the counselor and eounselee

thru the use of technology. Impellitteri (1967) found a computerhased s:r-stem

to have greater flexibility and storage capacity than couns lors and pe- itted

m re accurate up-to-date information to be available for the user.

There has been some concern expressed related to the "dehumanizin

process of using man and machine interaction in place of human with human inter-

acting. There is no evidence to suggest that individuals dislike man-machine

interaction or that machines cannot do as effective a Job as humans.



IrspP11-1-1 (19 sturrima,:.i2ed rem:- 17-in to ther 1T

a cotcputerized vocetonal c:plorati:an program The boys in the experimontal

group did n t indicate that the lnt.erac ion was any prblem rtirc-

ed they 111.,:ed ihe privacy associated with thPir rteraction.

There have been several advantages related to the applicatton of the

learning principle to a computer-based model In education. Stewart (1967)

round that students benefit in the following areas whe.1 using ndividua1ized

instruction 1

(1) Student reinforcement, (2) Student involvement, (3) Item

difficulty control, (4) Speed and pattern of re:Iponse, (5) Peer

pressure reduced, (6) Incomplete tast apprehension reduced,
(7) Culturally fair items--three dimensional items, (8) Single

item exposure, and (9) Consistency of adminstration EPP- 221-2]-

The advantages reT ted to reinforcement, student involvement, individualized

2-peed and pattern of responding reduction of peer pressure, single-small

cements of informatIon and a systematic presentation are present in the

puter-bas d program for course exploration and selection Harris (1970)

furth r supported the adva tages of _mputer-bas d progra s when she stated

that thru the use of computers and good script writing, technology had a

positive effect as a part of the counseling program.

If you define counseling as bringig a group of related facts
to bear upon a given situation and thus facilitating a step-
by-step decision-making process, computers can perform this

function with maximum speed and efficiency. With good script-

writing and adequate inter-change between student and computer,

computers can add a dimension of student involvement and

el:cit:!ment to self-appraisal, decision-maing, vocation explo-

ratio, and educational exploration_seldom obtained in tradi-

tion1 counseling conferences [p. 1631.

One of the few studies directly relevant t- this research was one by

Friesen (1965) in whicb he compared the similarity of outcomes between the

computer-based counseling systems, model counselor, and a second counselor.

The criteria included pupil appraisal state ents and course selections. "The

machine agreed with both human counselors on approximately 75 percent of the
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,raisni Ttntoment s and ateut torcept, ct the course selecb

made three reco tons regard'ln- rut

ticnal explor ) Permit stunts te

related to sts and pers-n ljtw:

Luthes in co:nputer se.e' edeca-

explore and sols-ct coursc,

)

4

dutor?nine if 73tudonts

have completec, the prerequisites before ermit.ting them to enroll in -.equcerta1

courses; and ( ) Do not permit students to sign up nor coursco that aro

related to the -, dent's achiever.icn4:-, and antitude level

recommendations were i neluded in thAs study

Methodolog:f

All nf ahove

Introduction

Puring the school year 1970-71, the ninth, tenth, and eleventh grade

classes of Willowbr High School, Villa Par'si, Illinois used the computer

to explore and select courses for the following year. Ninety-six students

randomly chosen i_ a manner to include equal numbers from each grade

level, from both sexes and from each tested aptitude quartile and were ran-

domly assigned so as to ariclude an equal number of subjects to experimental

and to control procedures. The experimental group used the computer-assisted

course selection while the control group used the counselor-based system to

select courses in the traditional manner.

Three criter _n measures were used to assess the relative effectiveness

of the co put r-based system: test of .-tudents' understanding of inform tion

relevant to course selection; students' self-reported reaction to his experi-

ence wtth the computer or counselor; and an evaluation of the completed student

programs by five counselors who did not know which programs we e produced by

stud_ent-computer interaction and which by student-counselor interaction.

A six-w y analysis of variance with ropeated measures was used to inter-

pret the data. Each measure had a linear transformation performed on it so



thE3 ::cores '11nr=!El Thu new sc iro;11 tile 111

tran was lormrd -11m1 (7,:l a g-:-J=v_n measure

hy the squa of the ulean square er , r that measa 2 Also, a four-

wa c pletel:j crossed mu ,lvarate analy-is of variance was used to analy:ze

the data. This -,rmitted the avest.igatnr to oterpict the data from at

least two diffLrent statistical analyses. Of maje'r concern was the -omparison

between computer-assisted and counselor-assisted course planning, but the

effects of subjects sex, grade level, and abili were also tested as well as

all interactions amon, variables.

Population

Willowbrook High School is a suburban, comprehensive high school located

15 miles west of Chicago, with approximately 3400 students. After high scheol,

of its studeni-s nttend four-year eL:lle 2)% atbend the l cal cmmunity

college 25% go directly into ob without. further tral jj1Cy; and approximately

10% attend technical and specialized schools.

.mple

The 1970-71 freshman, sophotnore, and junior classes were divided into

ability quartiles based on their composite grade equiv-lent score o: the SDS

Educational levelopment Series battery. The battery composite was based on

eight subscales (non-verbal, verbal, reading, English, math, science, the U.S.A.

and solving everyday problems) in four tested are s (Abilities, Language Studies,

Technical Studies and Social Studies). From each quartile in each of the three

grade levels, two boys and two girls were randomly chosen for each of the two

course-selection procedures. The result was a 2 3 x 4 x 2 design with two

observations randomly as igned to each cell. Thus, there were t o treatment

groups, three grade levels, four quartiles and two sexes. All of the students

in the sample were "computer-wise" due to their experience with vocational

8



ey.ploration scripts. Fach counelor an IBM 2 6 r termi nal n his

office. It is used on regular basis during counseli sessions to recall a

student's record or explore vocational information T:1,1 Ludr-76-1..

Measures

Three measures were t,a. en to evaluate the relative ef'-ctiveness of t

o rse exploraLA

1. Inf rmation Test

Immediately after

nd selection procedures.

scheduling interview with the co elor or

compute .
each student w Lven a test to assess his kro ledge of

information relevant to making course selections. The test c- tained

items to assess the stucient,r s knowledge of curiular offerings,

prer. uisites college requirements, etc. This test had a Kuder

Richardson #20 reliability of .7463 and a standard error of measurement

eqz.,a1 to 1.7982 based on the first trial administration to thirty

students. Revisions were made, ba d on the first administration, to

have a more reliable instrument for us_ in the study. The revised

information test had a Kuder Richardson #20 reliability of .7O9 and a

standard error of mews _e_ent equal to 1.9607 when administered to

the ninety-six students taking the test in this study.

Student Reaction Questionnaire

immediately after the scheduling interview with the counselor or

computer, each student was asked to report his reaction to the inter-

view. The questionnaire asked students to indicate their degree of

satisfaction with the courses selected, with the information provided,

and with the way in which information was presented. This question-

naire had a Hoyt reliability of .8395 and a standard error of -asure-

ment equal to 4.3638 based on the first trial administration to thirty

students. Revisions were made t_ have a more reliable instrument for

9 9



use in the study. The revised cuestionnaire hod a Hoyt reliability

.6504 and a st ndard error of measurement equal to 3.7363 based on

the ninety-six students Ring the test in this study.

Counselor's Ratings of Course Selections

Twelve counselors from WillowbrooI H.gh School independently rated

the appropriateness of the course selections for each of the ninety-

six studentu without knowing the identify of the students and without

knowing whether the selections were counselor-student or computer-

student produced. The raters had aptitude, achievement, interest, and

career plan data on each student. For each of these four qtudent

characteristics, the raters indicated the appropriateness cf the course

selections on a five-point scale. Each studen s course selection

was rated by five different counselors. Each rater had an equal num-

ber from each grade level and an equal number of computer scheduled

and counselor-scheduled -tudents to rate. A Hoyt reliability was cal-

culated for all of the ratings on all of the students. A reliability

of .6615 and a standard error of measur_ ent of 2.4033 was found for

the sum of the counselor ratings. The sum of the ratings for each

student was used as a dependent variable In the study.

Treatments

As previously indicated, each subject was randomly assigned to one of the

following two treat ents in a manner to insure equal call frequency:

1. Computer-Assisted Course Selection

During the first week of February 1971 the students were given a

registration guide for them to read before the scheduling interview.

The students were then sent a note which indicated that it was time

for them to register for their courses for the 1971-72 school year.

10
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The students then made an appointment scheduled with the

sistan of the computer.

A computar program developed by the initiator of this study and the

staff of Willowbrook High School allowed students to interact -with

the computer to select courses for the folloving year. The program

helped the stud _ts consider the curricular alternative: in light of

their interests abilities and previous course work. Procedures were

developed wnich allowed each student to interact with the program

through a visual display terminal. Selection of courses for these

students were made without the consultation of a c un l_or although

counselors were available subsequently if the need occurred. After

the stud-l_t selected his courses the secretary checked the student's

name aq-ainst a list to determine if he was in the study. If he was

in the study, he was then given the Information Test and the Reaction

Questionnaire related to his scheduling iiitervie,. No mention was

made to the student that this was a part erimental -tudy.

It was indicated to the student that this was a part of the ongoing

evaluation at Willowbrook.

2. Counselor-Assisted Course Selection

Students n this group selected courses in corr'ultation with a coun-

selor in the manner traditionally used at Willowbrook and in many

other high schools. The students did not receive computer assistance.

During the first week of February 1971 the students were given a

registration guide for them to read before the scheduling interview.

The students were then sent n note which indicated that it was time

for them to register for their courses for the 1971-72 school year.

The students then made an appointment to see their counselor to select

their courses. The counselors who assisted in scheduling students

11
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did not know which stuients were in the study and which were not.

The student in an individual interview, talked over his career pla s,

his academic prop:resp., and his performance on tests he had taken that

were assumcd to be 1-lated to his interests and future plans. This

discus ion served as the basis for course selection. After the student

selected the cours s, the (2,2ur90 numbers were entered for each student

on a computer terminal by the counselor and the student was requested

to o to -Lilo secretary aud pick up a copy of his course selections

for the following .'chool year. At this time the .ecret ry checked

the studentrs name against a li t to det mine if he was in be study.

If he was in the study, he was then given the Information Test and

the Reaction Questionnaire related to his scheduling interview. No

mention was made to the student that this vas a part of an experimental

study. It was indicated to the student that this was a part of the

ongoing evaluation at Wi_lowbrook.

R- -ults

It was of major concern as to whether th re would be a difference based

on all of the measures between those students scheduled with the assistance

of a computer and those students scheduled with the assistance of a counselor.

There were no (13fferences betweei either of the sehedu1ing methods based on

the aprropriate statisti 1 methods. The means for each of the treatment groups

on each of the measures is indicated in Table I.



TABLE I

Treatment Means for Each Measure

Using Transform d ores*

Var:iable Counselors'
Rating

Information
Test

Stdents'
Reaction

Overall

Control
(Counselor 4.4 4.8 8.2 5 8 *

FPneduled)

Experimental
(Computer 4.2 4.9 8.1 5

Scheduled)

*See page 8 for explanation of the linear transformation

**Differences among meaiis not significant 0.05.

The measures had the reliability to detect dif s between grades,

quartiles and males and females, but no differences were found between the

different scheduling methods.

The students were asked to indicate their reaction to each method of

scheduling. There were not any differences. The students liked the interacting

with the computer as well as they liked interacting with the counselor.

Those students in the upper and lower ability quartiles liked one method

as well as the other scheduling method.

One might have suspected differences between the reactions of the boys

and the -irls to the two course selection methods but there were none.

The counselors rated those courses ele ted with the aid of a computer

as high as those courses elected with the assistance of a counselor in an indi-

vidual session. Also, the students had equal means on the information test

given to them after their scheduling Interview with either the computer or the

counselor.
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Summary

There hav2 been several fears expressed indicating that technology could

not be as effective as counselors. Sorna conoerns are: r,lated to the "dehaman-

izine process of u_:,ing man and machine interaction- upper quartile students

W ild get torec lower quartile s ldents would not understand and programil-_

could not he individualized. None of th- 'e fears seem to be valid based on

this study. A variety of independent measures were used in attempting to

determine if the results from the two methods of helping studerts explore and

select courses on the secondary level were different.

Because of the effici n y of the computer and the ability to save t e

counselor time needed to disseminate information about courses, there

basis for Willowbrook to discontinue using the computer to assis- students in

the exploration and selection of courses for the following school year.

The implications of this study must be interpreted in te _s of the popu.

lation saipled and the mat rials employed to measure the differences between

treatments. Also, one should consider the measures in terms of their appro-

priateness to distinguish between those important characteristics rlaf d to

the desired outcomes for a course exploration and selection method.

It is continuously important, both on a short and long range basis, to

evaluate the implications of counseling and its effect on students. It is

certainly advisable to consider the role of counselors and how they can be

most effective in serving students at the secondary level. With the invention

and growth of technology related to counseling it is certainly possible

many of the information disseminating and processing tasks that counselors do

could be done m__e effectively and efficiently by technology. The variables

of grade, ability, and sex seem to be important in effecting how decisions are

made. The amount of information that one needs at a given time is relative to



his future plans, abilities ani. achievement.

This stud.- demonstrated tlu sed on the measures used, with the popula-

tion sampled, that the counselors were no more effective tha- the computers in

assi-ting the students in expinre and sele"- les cn the secncary level

for the followi a' school year. It is impertant to continue to evaluate this

process to determine if technology can 12e a effective as co-: selors in certfCn

kinds of tasks with certain populations which are currently being done by

coati- lors.
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